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11.[Insertion of a transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt into a main splenic vein and the
source of portal venous blood]. A 70-year-old woman with liver cirrhosis was admitted to our hospital

with liver dysfunction. Portal venography revealed that a transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic
shunt (TIPS) was usually placed in the proper hepatic vein, but suddenly moved from the right to the
left portal vein. This may be due to the proliferative state of the splenic vein in the shunt. This type

of variant is very unusual, and the number of reported cases is limited. ============ The pilot
project of the CARTO^®^ Group was conducted to create a network of cardiology departments with
networked devices and to facilitate the transfer of patient data and the exchange of medical reports.

The reacquisition of case data from several hospitals for a common diagnostic algorithm was
challenging. Nevertheless, data transfer using the EMC was efficiently performed and the users could

efficiently use the programs. Data records were transferred and analyzed continuously, which
resulted in the publication of the presented findings. Conclusions =========== An efficient and

reliable communication of medical records can improve decision-making in cardiology. Thus, data
transfer can be a suitable method of documentation, in particular for new, innovative technologies or

for patient data that must be legally recorded. Acknowledgements ================ The
authors would like to thank the cardiologists who have participated in the CARTO^®^ pilot project.
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